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Rational for marine nuclear 
power in the Arctic

 Vessel propulsion was the first Arctic application of  marine nuclear 

power, offering the following useful attributes:

 Very powerful propulsion plants enable expanded mission capabilities.

 Without the need for a propulsion air supply, under ice operations became practical.

 Operations are not restricted by a need to refuel frequently.

 Long-duration missions can be conducted without support.

 Non-propulsion applications of  marine nuclear power include delivery 

of  electric power, process heat and/or desalinated water to towns, 

facilities and  systems in remote Arctic coastal regions and to off-

shore facilities and systems sited on above-water platforms or on the 

seabed.

 A large power source is needed to support remote towns and development and 

operation of  large-scale industrial and military facilities and systems.

 Can minimize the amount of  on-shore development needed before power delivery can 

start from a transportable power plant.  

 Can meet high power demands in the hostile marine environments of  Arctic off-shore 

platforms and the Arctic seabed. 

 Can meet Arctic Council requirements for low carbon emissions in the Arctic.
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Orientation to the 

Arctic region
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Arctic boundary
As defined by the US Arctic Research and Policy Act 
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US Arctic Research Commission map, rotated 180 degrees, based on the US Arctic Research and Policy Act of 1984

(Amended 1990).  Source: https://www.arctic.gov/maps.html



Arctic boundary 
As defined by the Arctic Council
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Source: https://www.arcus.org/witness-the-

arctic/2017/2/article/27780

On 11 May 2017, the eight 
member states of  the Arctic 
Council approved a legally 
binding agreement entitled, 
“Agreement on Enhancing 
International Arctic Scientific 
Cooperation,” which is 
intended to ease the 
movement of  scientists, 
scientific equipment and data 
sharing across the North.  
This agreement entered force 
on 23 May 2018.



Arctic bathymetric features

Source: https://geology.com/articles/arctic-ocean-features/ 6



Arctic oil & gas resources

Source: US Energy Information Agency, 2012 7



Arctic mineral resources

Source: Geological Survey of Norway, 2015; 

http://fem.lappi.fi/c/document_library/get_file?folderId=2807764&name=DLFE-28482.pdf 8



Extent of  Arctic ice pack

Comparison of  

30-year sea ice 

minimum average 

with the 2012 

historical

minimum, 

inside the 

red line. 

Source: US Navy

Arctic Roadmap 2014 - 2030 9



Northern Sea Route

 Northern Sea Route (NSR), also known as Northeast Passage, is a water route 

along the northern coast of  Russia, between the Atlantic and Pacific oceans.

 First traversed by Nils A. E. Nordenskjold of  Sweden in 1878-79.  Regular use 

of  this route was first established in the 1930s by the USSR.

 Russia maintains 16 deep water ports along the NSR.

 The NSR enables shipping to support Russian cities and industrial 

infrastructure along the north coast and cuts the distance between Russian 

Atlantic and Pacific ports in half, relative to routes through the Suez Canal.
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Northern Sea Route

Source: The Russian Ministry of Transport via The New York Times 11



Northern Sea Route
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Source: US Energy Information Administration (EIA), Natural Gas Weekly Update,  20 December 2017



Northern Sea Route
 Northern Sea Route is administered by Russia’s Northern Sea Route Administration 

(NSRA).

 A fleet of  icebreakers, including Russia’s nuclear-powered icebreakers operated by 

Rosatomflot, aided by aerial reconnaissance and by radio weather stations, keeps the 

entire Northern Sea Route navigable from June to October, and the route from 

Murmansk to Dudinka open all year.

 A new, more restrictive NSRA protocol was instituted in 2019:

 Foreign states and firms must host a Russian pilot while navigating the NSR; foreigners 

may be refused passage at any point.

 The US Department of  Defense (DoD) Arctic Strategy 2019 criticizes Russia for violating 

international law with respect to regulating maritime traffic on its Northern Sea Route, including 

the potential threat to use force against vessels in violation of  Russian regulations.
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The water area of the Northern Sea Route, as defined by the NSRA.

Source: http://www.nsra.ru/en/ofitsialnaya_informatsiya/granici_smp.html

http://www.nsra.ru/en/ofitsialnaya_informatsiya/granici_smp.html


Northwest Passage

Source: http://www.britannica.com/place/Northwest-Passage-trade-route
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Sovereignty over Canadian 
Arctic Waters

 In 1986, the Canadian 

government officially claimed 

the Northwest Passage as 

internal Canadian waters 

through the application of  

straight baselines.

 The US, the European Union 

and other nations have 

refused to acknowledge 

Canadian sovereignty over 

these waters, claiming 

instead that the Northwest 

Passage is an international 

strait open to shipping, and 

its use does not require 

permission from Canada for 

transit.

 Canada has filed an UNCLOS 

Article 76 Extended 

Continental Shelf  (ECS) 

claim that includes areas in 

the Arctic.
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Source:  “LEADMARK 2050: Canada in a New Maritime World”



Northwest Passage
 In 2009, Canada re-named this waterway the “Canadian Northwest Passage.”

 Canada has almost no capability for Coast Guard or naval vessel operations 

in its Arctic region and makes no attempt to keep the Northwest Passage 

open for shipping during any part of  the year.

 CCGS John G. Diefenbaker is a new, conventionally-powered Polar-class icebreaker 

for the Canadian Coast Guard, which had been expected to join the “fleet” in 2021–

2022. It is significantly delayed.  Until then, Canada depends on two re-purposed 

medium industrial icebreakers.

 Canada currently has only one deep water port in the high Arctic, on the 

north end of  Baffin Island, and that is a private iron ore mining port.

 A new small craft harbor and deep sea port at Iqaluit is scheduled to be complete by 

October 2020.

 There are few large ship transits of  the Northwest Passage.

 Scott Polar Research Institute reported that there were there were 32 complete 

transits of  the Northwest Passage in 2017, the greatest annual number of  transits 

to date.  Only three of  these transits were by large ships classified as a cargo vessel 

or tanker, plus one west-to-east transit by the passenger cruise liner Crystal Serenity.

 By October 2019, there were 24 transits of  the Northwest Passage. Only five transits 

were by cargo vessels, plus one east-to-west transit by The World condominium 

cruise ship. 
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Arctic governance
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Arctic Council
 The Arctic Council describes itself  as, “….the leading intergovernmental forum 

promoting cooperation, coordination and interaction among the Arctic States, 

Arctic indigenous communities and other Arctic inhabitants on common Arctic 

issues, in particular on issues of  sustainable development and environmental 

protection in the Arctic.” 

 Arctic Council website: http://www.arctic-council.org/index.php/en/

 The council consists of  representatives from the eight Arctic states:

 Canada, Kingdom of  Denmark (including Greenland and the Faroe Islands), Finland, 

Iceland, Norway, Russia, Sweden and United States

 In addition, six international organizations representing Arctic indigenous 

people have permanent participant status. Other nations have observer status.

 Significant progress has been made in implementing the Arctic Council’s 

Arctic Marine Strategic Plan (AMSP).  

 For details, see Pete’s Lynx 24 October 2017 post here:  https://lynceans.org/all-

posts/significant-progress-has-been-made-in-implementing-the-arctic-councils-arctic-

marine-strategic-plan-amsp/
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http://www.arctic-council.org/index.php/en/
https://lynceans.org/all-posts/significant-progress-has-been-made-in-implementing-the-arctic-councils-arctic-marine-strategic-plan-amsp/


United Nations
UN Convention on the Law of  the Sea (UNCLOS) 

Law of  the Sea Treaty 

 UNCLOS establishes a comprehensive regime of  law and order in the world's 
oceans and seas, establishing rules governing all uses of  the oceans and their 
resources.

 Opened for signature on 10 Dec 1982; entered into force on 16 Nov 1994. 

 To date, 162 countries and the European Union have joined the Convention.  

 While the US participated in the negotiations that established UNCLOS and the 
subsequent Agreement on Implementation, Congress has not ratified the 
Convention.

 In March 1983 President Ronald Reagan, through Proclamation No. 5030, claimed a 200-mile 
exclusive economic zone (EEZ), consistent with UNCLOS.

 In December 1988 President Reagan, through Proclamation No. 5928, extended U.S. territorial 
waters from three nautical miles to twelve nautical miles, consistent with UNCLOS.

 Part IV of  the Convention, dealing with the continental shelf, and Annex II, which 
established a Commission on the Limits of  the Continental Shelf, define the basis for 
coastal nations to make extended continental shelf  (ECS) claims.

 UNCLOS does not define borders.  It rules on the scientific validity of  
geological data presented to it in support of  claims to extend the outer limits 
of  a coastal state’s continental shelf.

 Arctic natural resource exploration has revealed large reserves of  oil, gas, 
minerals and other valuable resources.  This has motivated Arctic nations to 
make ECS claims with the goal of  expanding their exclusive access to Arctic 
resources on and beneath the seabed.
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Maritime zones & sovereignty

Source: http://continentalshelf.gov/media/ECSposterDec2010.pdf
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Basis for an extended 
continental shelf  (ECS) claim

Source: http://continentalshelf.gov/media/ECSposterDec2010.pdf 21



Basis for an extended 
continental shelf  (ECS) claim

Source: http://continentalshelf.gov/media/ECSposterDec2010.pdf
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Arctic territorial claims

Source: Encyclopedia Britannica
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The issue of  Arctic territorial 

claims is much more 

complex than portrayed in 

this diagram, which serves 

mainly to identify the Arctic 

nations and the approximate 

extent of  their respective 

claims.  

For a comprehensive 

summary of  Arctic territorial 

claims, see the January 

2017 European Parliament 

briefing, “Arctic continental 

shelf  claims - Mapping 

interests in the circumpolar 

North,” which is available at 

the following link:

https://cor.europa.eu/en/en

gage/studies/Documents/E

PRS_BRI(2017)595870_EN.

pdf

https://cor.europa.eu/en/engage/studies/Documents/EPRS_BRI(2017)595870_EN.pdf


Russia’s 

extended continental 

shelf  claims 

in the Arctic
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Russian 2001 Arctic extended 
continental shelf  (ECS) claim

Source: www.un.org
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Expedition Arktika 2007
 This expedition was described as a 

research program to support Russia's 2001 
extended continental shelf  claim to a large 
swathe of  the Arctic Ocean floor.

 The expedition was led through the Arctic 
icepack by the Arktika-class nuclear-
powered icebreaker Rossiya.

 Floating ice station North Pole-35 was 
established.

 2 August 2007:  First ever manned descent 
to the ocean floor at the North Pole, to a 
depth of  4,261 m (14,061 ft.).
 The descent to the ocean floor was 

accomplished in two Mir mini-subs.

 A Russian flag was planted on the ocean floor at 
the North Pole.

 USS Nautilus’ 1958 measurement of  the 
sea depth at the North Pole was 4,087 m 
(13,410 ft.).

Mir mini-sub

Source: en.wikipedia.org
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Source: Reuters UK



Expedition Arktika 2012
 The "Sevmorgeo” expedition was conducted by Russia in 

Aug - Oct 2012 to clarify the high-latitude boundary of  
the Russian continental shelf  in the Arctic, focusing on 
the Mendeleev Ridge.

 The neighboring Lomonosov Ridge was researched in 2010 
and 2011 by the State Research Navigation and Hydrographic 
Institute of  the Ministry of  Defense of  the Russian Federation.

 Vessels in the Arctic 2012 expedition were icebreaker 
Dikson serving as a research vessel and icebreaker 
Kapitan Dranitsin.

 It is believed that the nuclear-powered submarine 
“mothership” BS-136 (Project 09786) and the nuclear-
powered small, deep-diving submarine AS-12 (Project 10831) 
were part of  the expedition (based on reference to the subs in 
expedition reports) and that they reached the North Pole. 
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Expedition Arktika 2012
 Claimed results:

 The seismic survey of  the ocean bottom yielded results proving that the 

Mendeleev Ridge has the same nature as the continental structures. 

 The expedition performed the first deep-water drilling on the Mendeleev Ridge. 

About 22,000 rock and sediment samples were obtained from the floor of  the 

Arctic Ocean during the three months of  work. 

 All-Russian Research Institute of  Geology and Mineral Resources of  

the World Ocean (VNII Okeangeologia) prepared an updated 

application of  the Russian Federation, drawn up in compliance with 

the requirements of  UNCLOS, to claim expansion of  the continental 

shelf  borders.  

 That updated UNCLOS claim was filed in 2015.

 In April 2019, Russian representative Yevgeny Kisselyov reported that 

UNCLOS had determined that the outer limits of  the Russian continental 

shelf  submission are geologically similar to “the structure of  the 

continuation of  the shelf  and the continent of  the Russian Federation.”
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Greater utilization of  the 

Northern Sea Route is 

required by Russia’s 

Arctic economic 

development goals
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Northern Sea Route 
Information Office

 Provides ice forecasts 
for the NSR and 
maintains NSR traffic 
statistics

 Links to ARCTIS: 
Arctic Resources and 
Transportation 
Information System 
database.

 NSR Information Office is owned and operated by the Center for High 
North Logistics (CHNL) as a joint venture between CHNL and 
Rosatomflot, the Russian nuclear-powered icebreaker fleet operator.

 The mission is to provide businesses and international organizations 
with relevant and practical information in English for planning and 
arranging transit voyages on the NSR.

 All of  the requirements of  the Russian NSR Administration are available in 
English on the NSR Information Office website.

Source: http://www.arctic-lio.com/node/230
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Russian ports in the Arctic

Source: adapted from http://www.arctic-lio.com/arcticports
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Natural Resources Along the NSR

32
Source:  Russia Beyond, 2012; https://www.rbth.com/

Economic development of  the Russian Arctic coast is focused on 

extraction of  oil, gas, coal, mineral and timber resources.



Northern Sea Route Performance
 In 2013, NSR traffic was 3.9 million tons.

 In 2015, deliveries to NSR ports accounted for 73% of  total traffic. The 

primary cargo delivered was for construction of  the Sabetta liquefied natural 

gas (LNG) terminal on the Yamal peninsula.

 In 2016, deliveries to NSR ports accounted for only 43% of  total traffic, 

reflecting the completion of  several construction projects and growth in 

export traffic along the NSR. 

 Traffic on the NSR exceeded 7 million tons with 19 complete transits of  the NSR.

 2018 NSR shipping traffic reached 19.7 million tons of  cargo. Traffic growth 

primarily came from the export of  LNG, crude oil, and coal.

 26 transits between Europe and Asia carrying 491,000 tons of  cargo

 In September 2018, the Danish-registered ship Venta Maersk was the first of  a new 

class of  large (42,000 tons) ice-breaking container ships to transit the NSR from 

Europe to customers in Asia.

 NSL shipments of  the first nine months of  2019 were more than 23 million tons, and 

year-end volume is likely to reach 29 million tons.

 The majority of  NSR ship traffic is related to the LNG  produced by Novatek. The 

company’s Yamal LNG plant is expected to produce more than 16 million tons in 

2019. About 9 million tons of  LNG is being transshipped via Norway during 2019.
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Northern Sea Route
Ice and vessel traffic, 25 – 27 August 2019

 The last ice along the NSL 

cleared in mid-August 

2019, leaving the whole 

route free of  ice. That 

includes the East Siberian 

Sea, the area that 

normally has the longest-

lasting ice sheet.

 A total of  94 vessels in the 

last week of  August were 

sailing in the waters 

between the Bering Strait 

and the archipelago of  

Novaya Zemlya.

 The majority of  the ships were on the western part of  the NSL, where ice 

cleared in July. Only about 30 vessels were in waters east of  the Kara Sea.

 One ship making its maiden Arctic voyage was Nikolay Urvantsev. This 299 

meter (981 ft) LNG tanker is designed to ice class standard Arc7, which 

enables year-round navigation in Arctic waters. This ship is one of  a fleet of  

15 similar LNG tankers serving the Sabetta LNG terminal in Yamal.
34

Source: Map by Russian Arctic and Antarctic Research Institute



Northern Sea Route Trends
 Just five years ago the NSR saw almost no traffic during the winter months 

from December to May. Now, about 20 vessels on average are active each day 

during the winter season.

 The long-term goal is to enable year-round operation of  the NSR with a combination 

of  new ice-rated cargo and tanker vessels and Rosatomflot’s new generation of  

nuclear-powered icebreakers.

 The majority of  NSR traffic is shifting to large cargo vessels carrying export 

hydrocarbons.  Previously, NSR traffic was dominated by smaller cargo vessels 

delivering supplies for construction of  facilities along the NSR.

 Ice-breaking LNG carriers were introduced in 2017

 Novatek plans permanent LNG reloading (transshipment) terminals in Kamchatka and 

in the Kola Peninsula near Murmansk.  These will not be completed by 2022  These 

terminals will allow ice-breaking LNG carriers to transfer their cargo to non-ice rated 

vessels for final delivery to the customer.

 Transit traffic will rise. Shipping industry interest in using the NSR as a transit 

route was demonstrated by Maersk’s 2018 transit using a new generation of  

ice-rated container ship.

 NSR shipping volume is expected to increase more than four-fold by 2024 

compared to 2018 levels, to about 80 million tons per year.
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Nuclear-powered

icebreakers are a key 

enabler for NSL 

utilization
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Russian nuclear-powered
icebreakers
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Source:  adapted from http://www.okbm.nnov.ru/images/pdf/ritm-200_extended_en_web.pdf

2018



Russian icebreaker Arktika
1st surface ship to reach the North Pole

 On 17 Aug 1977, the Russian nuclear-

powered icebreaker Arktika became the 

first surface ship to reach the North Pole.

 This voyage was not reported, or repeated, 

for about a decade. 

 The previous record for northernmost 

voyage by a surface ship was set at 

85°57’N during the 1893–1896 Arctic 

expedition by Norwegian explorer Fridtjof  

Nansen's in the steam-powered sailing 

ship Fram.

 Fram was purposely frozen in the Arctic ice 

pack and proved the existence of  an east-

to-west current in the Arctic Ocean as it 

slowly drifted northwest with the ice pack.

Source: peterstamps.com

Source: en.wikipedia.org
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Source: picsant.com/11814528-north-pole-expedition.html

Russian commercial cruises to 
the North Pole

39

Commercial polar cruises from 
Murmansk to the North Pole aboard 
Arktika-class nuclear icebreakers have 
been offered since 1989.



40Source:  ROSATOMFLOT, “Development of Atomic Icebreaking Fleet and Support for Arctic Projects,” 2017

Project 10520 

Project 10580 

Project 22220, LK-60 icebreakers 

Project 10510 

Project 10570 

ROSATOM’s long-range plans for 
nuclear-powered icebreakers

Speaking at the Arctic forum in St. Petersburg in early 2019, Vladimir Putin 

said Russia plans to have a fleet of  13 heavy icebreakers, including nine 

nuclear-powered ones, by 2035. 



Project 22220 (LK-60Ya)
Russian nuclear-powered "universal" icebreakers

 Designed to operate in ice 
thickness up to 2.8 
meters (9.2 feet). 

 Length: 173.1 m (568 ft);  
Beam 33.8 m (111 ft); 
Displacement:  33,540 
tons; Max speed: > 20 kts

 Propulsion:  Two RITM-
200 integral pressurized 
water reactors, each rated 
@ 175 MWt.

 Larger beam accommodates considerably larger cargo vessels, such as 
tankers up to 70,000 tons. Previously, two icebreakers working together were 
necessary to cut a wide enough channel for large ships.

 "Variable draft" ballast system allows LK-60Ya to replace both the deep water 
Arktika-class and shallow-draft Taymyr-class nuclear-powered ice-breakers. 

 Being built at Baltic Shipyards, St. Petersburg.  

 First in class, the “new” Arktika should enter service in 2020.

 Sibir and Ural will follow in 2021 and in 2022, respectively. 

 In July 2019, orders were placed for two more LK-60Ya icebreakers.
41

The new Arktika. Source: Maritime Herald



Project 10510 (LK-110Ya) 
Lider-class nuclear-powered icebreakers

 Capable of  operating in ice 

thicknesses up to 4.1 

meters (13.5 feet).

 Capable of  cruising through 

2 meter (6.6 foot) thick ice 

at a speed of  14 knots, 

which is about four times 

faster than the Project 

10520 (“old” Arktika”-class) 

nuclear icebreakers 

operating today.

 Vessel dimensions: length: 209 meters (686 ft); beam: 47.5 meter (156 ft); 
displacement 70,674 tons.  

 LK-110Ya beam will match the beam of  very large “Yamalmax” tankers.

 LK-101Ya icebreakers will have a 13.5 meter (42.3 feet) wider beam and double the 
displacement of  LK-60Ya icebreakers .

 Propulsion: 2 x RITM-400 integral PWRs, each rated at 315 MWt, yielding 120 MW 
(160,922 shp) propulsion power with electric motors driving the propellers.

 This is twice the propulsion power of  the LK-60Ya icebreakers.

 In 2019, Russian government giving go-ahead to produce Lider icebreakers.
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Model of Lider-class icebreaker. Source: GlobalSecurity
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Source:  NOVATEK, 2018, https://annualmeeting.bhge.com/sites/default/files/2018-02/2018_Gyetvay.pdf 

Deployment of  new icebreakers 
supports LNG market growth



Arctic remains a 

strategic operating 

area for Russian 

missile submarines
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Example Russian SSBN 
deterrent patrol areas

Delta II and later SSBNs - late-1970s - present 

Source: fas.org

Barents Sea

Bering Sea

Sea of  Okhotsk

Sea of  Japan



All Russian SSBNs can operate 
under the ice in the Arctic

 Russian fleet has three classes of  operational SSBNs:

 1 x Delta III (Project 667BRD) SSBN armed with the liquid propellant R-29RKU-02 / 

RSM-50 (Stingray) submarine-launched ballistic missiles (SLBMs)

 6 x Delta IV (Project 667BRDM) SSBNs armed with the liquid propellant R-29RMU2 

Sineva or newer R-29RMU2.1 Lainer SLBM 

 3 x Borei I (Project 995) SSBNs armed with the solid propellant RSM-56 Bulava 

SLBM

 All three of  these SSBN classes test fired SLBMs in 2019.

 In late August 2019, Delta IV-class SSBN Tula launched a Sineva SLBM from 

the high Arctic, and Borei I-class SSBN Yuri Dolgoruky launched a Bulava SLBM 

about 1,000 km to the south in the Barents Sea.

 In October 2019, during Russia’s annual strategic nuclear force exercise, 

"Grom-2019” (Thunder- 2019), the Delta III-class SSBN Ryzan launched an 

RSM-50 SLBM from the Sea of  Okhotsk to the Arctic Chizha range in the 

Arkhangelsk Region.  The Delta IV SSBN Karelia operating in the Barents Sea 

launched a Sineva SLBM to the Kura range in Kamchatka.

 In addition, 1 x Typhoon (Project 941) former SSBN is believed to be used for 

testing and is not an operational SSBN.
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Project 667 BDRM (Delfin) 
Delta IV Arctic launch 

Source: http://misilactual.blogspot.com/2013/09/, originally from Edward L. Cooper DIA 1985
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Source, top: forum.sub-driver.com

Source, bottom: Military-Today.com



Project 955 Borei & Project 941 

Typhoon SSBNs 

Source: failheap-challenge.com Borei & Typhoon SSBNs
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Russia’s Northern Fleet, 

GUGI & Rosatomflot 

are based in the Arctic
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Russia’s Northern Fleet, GUGI & 
Rosatomflot have extensive marine 
nuclear facilities
near Murmansk

 Skalisty:  Submarine base; Delta IV & 

Borei SSBNs; Akula & Yasen SSNs

 Vidyaevo: Submarine base; Sierra SSNs

 Ara Bay: Submarine base; Oscar 

SSGNs

 Nerpichya Bay: Submarine base; 

reserve Typhoon SSBNs

 Severomorsk:  Pyotr Velikiy CGN base

 Olenya Bay:  GUGI base

 Murmansk: Rosatomflot icebreaker 

service base

50
Source: https://commons.wikimedia.org

Source: Adapted from Wall Street Journal, 4 October 2016 



GUGI’s place in 

Russia’s military organization

51
Source. Adapted from Ministry of Defense of the Russian Federation, http://eng.mil.ru/en/index.htm



GUGI
 GUGI is responsible for fielding specialized submarines, oceanographic 

research ships, undersea drones and autonomous vehicles, sensor 

systems, and other undersea systems.   

 Today, GUGI operates the world’s largest fleet of  covert manned deep-

sea vessels from Oleyna Bay near Murmansk. In late-2019, that fleet 

consisted of  eight very specialized nuclear-powered submarines.

 Six nuclear-powered, deep-diving, small submarines (“nuclear deep-sea 

stations”), each of  which is capable of  working at great depth (thousands of  

meters) for long periods of  time. 

 One Project 1851 / 18510 Nelma (aka X-Ray) sub; oldest and smallest

 Two Project 18511 Halibut (aka Paltus) subs 

 Two Project 1910 Kashalot (aka Uniform) subs 

 One Project 09851 Losharik (aka NORSUB-5); newest and  largest

 Two nuclear-powered “motherships” (PLA carriers) that can transport one of  

the “nuclear deep-sea stations” to a distant site and provide support 

throughout the mission. 

 The current two motherships started life as Delta III and Delta IV strategic ballistic 

missile submarines (SSBNs).
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Project 1910 Kashalot
“Deep diving nuclear power station” 

Uniform-class research & special operations submarines

Source: http://nvs.rpf.ru/nvs/forum

Retractable stern thrusters (3)
Retractable bow thrusters (3)

Sonar

Retrieval

mechanism

and tools

Reactor compartment

Operations compartment

Retractable landing legs

 The reactor compartment 

may not be accessible at 

sea.  Servicing in port 

may required. 

 Landing legs, thrusters, 

and retrieval mechanisms 

all deploy for work on the 

ocean bottom.

Source (drawing above): adapted from militaryrussia.ru
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Project 10831 Losharik
“Deep diving nuclear power station”

 Very deep diving nuclear-powered submarine. Delivered in 2003.

 During the Arctic-2012 expedition, this sub operated in the Arctic collecting 
seafloor samples at depths of  2,500 – 3,000 m.

 On 1 July 2019, a fire aboard broke out on Losharik while it was operating 
submerged in the Barents Sea.  14 submariners died. Defense Minister Sergei 
Shoigu reported that the main cause of  the incident was a fire in the vessel’s 
battery compartment.
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Losharik notional arrangement.  Source: www.hisutton.com



The Project 09787 mothership
Notional arrangement of  BS-64 Podmoskovye carrying Losharik

 Podmoskovye started life as an operational Delta IV 

SSBN.

 In addition to a small, special operations submarine, 

the mothership also is believed capable of  deploying 

and retrieving a variety of   autonomous underwater 

vehicles (AUVs), including the relatively large 

Harpsichord.

 Russia’s nuclear-powered submarine “motherships” 

and smaller nuclear-powered special mission 

submarines are unique national resources that 

support ocean research and other activities in the 

Arctic, and elsewhere.
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Harpsichord-2R-PM. 
Source: http://vpk-news.ru/articles/30962

Source: GlobalSecurity.org



The Project 09852 mothership
Notional arrangement of  KC-139 Belgorod carrying Losharik

• Belgorod started life as a partially-completed Oscar II-class cruise missile 
submarine hull. It was lengthened by 30 meters (100 feet) and repurposed 
for special operations tasks.  Now, the hull is about 184 meters (604 feet) 
long and the ship’s displacement is about 30,000 tons submerged.

• Belgorod’s intended missions are not known.  Some Western analysts believe 
that Belgorod will be able to carry four to six of  the 24 meter (80-foot) long 
Poseidon strategic, nuclear-powered, nuclear-armed torpedoes.

• Belgorod was launched on 23 April 2019.  Sevmash will continue fitting out 
the sub pierside and then proceed with sea trials before an expected 2020 
delivery.
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The Project 09852 mothership
Notional arrangement of  KC-139 Belgorod
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Source:  https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-6958611/



Poseidon (Status-6, Kanyon) 
Strategic nuclear-powered, nuclear-armed torpedo

 Poseidon (formerly know as Status-6 and Kanyon) is a large, nuclear-powered, 

autonomous underwater vehicle (AUV) that functionally is a giant, 

intercontinental-range torpedo. 

 It is reported to be capable of  delivering a very large nuclear warhead 

(perhaps up to 100 MT) underwater to the immediate proximity of  an 

enemy’s key economic and military facilities in coastal areas.

 Torpedo weight is not known, but a neutrally-buoyant cylinder of  the same 

size would displace about 50 tons of  seawater.

 GUGI is responsible for the development of  Poseidon and the associated 

“carrier” submarines.
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Scale comparison.  Source: http://www.hisutton.com/



Expanded tactical military 

forces in the Arctic will 

require reliable power and 

other services
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Russian military buildup
in the Arctic

 1 December 2014: Russia's new Arctic Joint Strategic Command 

became operational, with a charter to protect Russian national 

interests in the Arctic. 

 This provides central management of  all Russian military resources 

in the Arctic, and there are a lot of  them.  

 The new command, based in the Northern Fleet and headquartered 

at Severomorsk, acquired ground, naval and aerospace units, assets, 

and bases transferred from other Russian Military Districts

 15 – 20 March 2015: Russia conducted a large-scale, five-day 

military exercise in the Arctic involving about 80,000 troops, 220 

aircraft, 41 ships, and 15 submarines.  

 The exercise was the first demonstration of  the Arctic Joint Strategic 

Command’s ability to coordinate diverse military forces in the region.

 In February 2017, the Russian Ministry of  Defense (MoD) 

announced more than 100 capital military infrastructure projects 

in the Arctic.
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2015 Russian Arctic military
exercise naval deployment

 Russian Northern Fleet 

Commander Vladimir Korolyov: 

"These drills are aimed at 

increasing the security of  the 

Russian Arctic, ensuring our 

state's economic freedom in 

this region, and protecting our 

territory and targets from 

potential military threats."

 Long-range (1,926 miles, 

3,100 km), “blue water” naval 

deployment along the 

Northern Sea Route by a 

surface battle group led by the 

nuclear-powered cruiser Pyotr 
Velikiy (Peter the Great).

 The US does not have a 

comparable capability to 

deploy a blue-water fleet in the 

Arctic.
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Aug 2015 naval deployment.  

Source: https://eurasiangeopolitics.com/arctic-maps/



Pyotr Velikiy 
Nuclear-powered cruiser & flagship of  the Northern Fleet

62Source, both photos: http://horseformer.blogspot.com/2017/04/kirov-part-3-kirovs-in-sovietrussian.html  



Russian military buildup 
in the Arctic

63Aug. 2015



Russia is developing military 
icebreakers

 6,000 ton diesel-electric Project 

21180 unarmed military icebreaker 

Ilya Muromets is the first icebreaker 

built for the navy in 40 years. It was 

commissioned in 2017 and is used to 

support the Northern Fleet in the 

Arctic.

 8,500 ton diesel-electric Project 

23550 military icebreaking patrol 

vessels (corvettes) will be armed 

combatants capable of  independent 

operations. The lead ship, Ivan 

Papanin, is expected to be 

commissioned in 2021.

 The U.S. has no counterpart to these 

Arctic vessels. 
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Project 23550 icebreaking patrol vessel. 

Source: MoD, Russian Federation

Project 21180 military icebreaker Ilya Muromets. 

Source: https://www.highnorthnews.com



Recent Russian military 
exercises in the Arctic

 2018 Vostok (East) exercise

 Marked ten years of  Russia’s annual strategic exercises; largest war 

games since 1981.

 Focused on Russia’s East Military District; involved 300,000 military 

personnel, including Chinese forces.

 Eight Northern Fleet vessels sailed from Severomorsk, in the Kola 

Peninsula, across the Northern Sea Route to the Pacific where they took 

part in 20-ship fleet exercises along with elements of  the Russian Pacific 

Fleet.

 2019 Tsentr (Center) exercise

 Focus was on Russia’s Central Military District; involved 128,000 military 

personnel, including the forces from the Collective Security Treaty 

Organization, which includes Armenia, Kazakhstan, Kyrgyzstan, Russia, 

Tajikistan, and Uzbekistan

 Parts of  Tsentr-2019 were held in the Arctic, between the archipelagos of  

Novaya Zemlya and New Siberian Islands.  Russian troops deployed in the 

Arctic and conducted drills on Bolshevik Island, proceeding towards 

Uyedineniya Island in the Kara Sea.
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Non-propulsion applications 
of  marine nuclear power 

can support Arctic remote 
coastal populations and 
industrial and military 

activities

• Small reactors for non-propulsion marine nuclear applications
• Floating nuclear power plants (FNPP)
• Transportable reactor units (TRU)
• Arctic seabed applications for marine nuclear power
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Non-propulsion nuclear marine
Arctic applications
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Floating nuclear power plant. Source: OKBM Afrikantov

Underwater power generating complex. Source: OKBM Afrikantov

Modular, transportable nuclear steam supply system (NSSS). Source: OKB Gidropress

Power plant on above-water industrial facility. Source: OKBM Afrikantov



Project 20870 - Akademik Lomonosov
First Russian floating nuclear power plant (FNPP)

 Akademik Lomonosov was constructed at the Baltic Shipyard in St. Petersburg. The 
keel was laid in April 2007 and the partially-completed FNPP was launched in June 
2010. 

 Length: 140 m (459.3 ft); width: 30 m (98.4 ft); displacement: 21,000 tons. 

 2 x KLT-40S reactors, each rated at 150 MWt and 35 MWe.  Fuel is 14% enriched 
uranium.

 The FNPP can deliver up to 70 MWe net to users on shore.  It also can deliver 50 
Gcal/hr of  thermal energy (i.e. for district heating) and supply desalinated water 
with reduced electric generation. 

FNPP Akademik Lomonosov and its associated shore-side facilities.  Source: OKBM Afrikantov
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Akademik Lomonosov
 28 April - 19 May 2018: After completion at Baltic Shipyard, Lomonosov  was 

towed 2,500 miles from St. Petersburg, around Scandinavia, to Murmansk.

 24 July - 2 October 2018:  Fuel was loaded into the two reactors at 

Rosatomflot’s service base in Murmansk.  Reactor testing began in November 

2018.

 31 March 2019: Rosatom reported that the two reactors were successfully 

operated at 100% capacity and the tests confirmed the operational stability 

of  the main and auxiliary equipment.

 In late June 2019, Lomonosov was issued a 10-year operating license (through 

2029) for its two KLT-40S reactors by Rostechnadzor, Russia’s Federal 

Environmental, Industrial and Nuclear Supervision Service. 

 5 July 2019:  Baltic Shipyards delivered Lomonosov to Rosenergoatom.

69Leaving St. Petersburg.  Source: Anton Vaganov / TASS Fuel loading in Murmansk.  Source:  Rosenergoatom



Akademik Lomonosov
23 August - 14 September 2019: Towed 3,100 miles along the 

NSR from Murmansk to its final destination in Pevek
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Source: BBC



Pevek is an isolated site
Northernmost city in Russia

71Source, both photos: Wikimapia



Akademik Lomonosov
 14 September 2019:  Lomonosov arrived in Pevek.

 Lomonosov will allow retirement of  the 75 year old Chaunskaya 34 MW coal-

fired power plant in Pevek and the last three units (total 36 MW) at the 45 

year old Bilibino nuclear power plant 239 km (149 miles) away. Bilibino is the 

oldest and northernmost operating nuclear power plant in Russia and the 

only one built in a permafrost region. 

 Lomonosov has an 

operating crew of  70.

 First power should be 

delivered to users 

before the end of  2019.

 The Lomonosov’s KLT-

40S reactors will be 

refueled at 3 to 5 year 

intervals, and will have 

an operating life of  40 

– 50 years.
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Arrived in Pevek.  Source: Alexander Ryumin / TASS / Getty Images



Optimized Floating Power Units

 Akademik Lomonosov is the pilot project for Russia’s second-generation 

floating power units, the Optimized Floating Power Units (OFPUs).

 OFPU development is sponsored by ROSATOM.  Like Lomonosov, the OFPUs 

will be operated by Rosenergoatom, ROSATOM’s subsidiary in charge of  

operating Russia’s nuclear power plants.

 OFPUs will be smaller vessels with more powerful reactors than Lomonosov. 

 Equipped with two RITM-200M integrated PWRs, which are similar to the reactors 

installed on Russia’s new LK-60Ya icebreakers.

 The OFPUs will be able to deliver up to 100MWe to users ashore, with the ability to 

also deliver process heat and desalinated water.

 OFPUs will be built in a 

series and be available for 

export. 

 Rubin Central Design Bureau 

for Marine Engineering has 

proposed an OFPU design 

using the RITM-200M 

reactor.
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Source: Rubin Central Design Bureau 



Other candidate sites in the 
Russian Arctic for 

floating nuclear power plants

Source: Adapted from World Nuclear Association
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Transportable Reactor Unit (TRU)  
Barge-delivered SVBR-75/100 integral LMR for coastal sites

Source: http://www.gidropress.podolsk.ru/files/booklets/en/svbr75_100_en.pdf
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(approaching dry dock)

(this is a covered dock)



Afrikantov Aisberg
Small integral PWR for a subsea power complex

76Aisberg PWR module configuration.   Source: OKBM Afrikantov

turbines

The electrical output from multiple reactor 

modules can be connected into a subsea 

power complex serving multiple end-users. 



Arctic subsea drilling system
(SDS) concept

This concept drawing developed by Lazurite Central Design Bureau shows an Arctic oil/gas 
field being developed using a Submarine Drillship and Bottom Template supported by a 
variety of  vessels and a shore-side facility. 

77Source: https://www.cdb-lazurit.ru/en_burovie_kompleksi.html



Arctic subsea drilling system
(SDS) concept

 The conceptual Lazurite Drillship is a large 

vessel, with displacement of  about 23,600 

tonnes (26,014 tons).

 The Drillship houses a dry-type drilling rig 

with a stock of  drilling consumables for 

construction of  a deep vertical well into the 

seabed. 

 Consumables would be replenished 

periodically by a submarine cargo-

container delivery system. 

 Drilling operations are conducted at normal 

atmospheric pressure in the Drillship 

compartments. 

 Transport and rescue submersibles deliver 

personnel and supplies and conduct rescue 

operations if  needed.

 The Drillship is powered and maintains communication with a coastal command and 

control centers via an underwater cable. Onboard storage batteries serve as a standby 

power source. It also may be possible to power the Drillship and underwater 

infrastructure from a seafloor nuclear power complex. 
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Drillship sitting on a Bottom Template.  

Source: https://www.cdb-lazurit.ru/en_burovie_kompleksi.html



Subsea nuclear gas compressor
station concept

 Rubin Central Design Bureau developed the design concept for a nuclear-
powered subsea gas compressor station for use on subsea gas pipelines 
running from offshore production areas to shore-side facilities.

 The replaceable compressor station is connected via removable mating 
elements to the pipeline via a permanent mounting base on the seafloor. 

 The station is designed for continuous safe automatic operation, maintaining 
the compression rate of  the transferred gas for the required throughput.

 An underwater vehicle 
enables regular visits by 
maintenance personnel 
to check the equipment 
and replace 
consumables.

 When the station 
reaches its end of  
service life, it is 
disconnected from the 
pipeline and replaced 
with a similar station.
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Source: http://ckb-rubin.ru/en/projects/other_projects/subsea_nuclear_gas_compressor_station/



Arctic sonar arrays
 Naval analyst H. I. Sutton has postulated that Russia has plans to deploy a sonar 

network in the Arctic Ocean on deep ocean shelves and ridges, at a depth of  about 
1,000 meters (3,280 feet).  

 That depth is within the operating capabilities of  the several small deep-diving, special operations 
nuclear submarines operated by the Main Directorate for Deep-Sea Research (GUGI). 

 Russian reactor suppliers are developing several small nuclear power plants designed for seabed 
siting.  Such reactors could serve as long-term power sources for a distributed sonar array. 

 Such a sonar system would be 
roughly analogous to the Sound 
Surveillance System (SOSUS) 
deployed by the US in the 1950s in 
the Atlantic and Pacific Oceans to 
track Soviet submarines at long 
distances.

 Such a detection capability would 
support Russia’s recent efforts to 
militarize their Arctic region with 
new military facilities along their 
north coast and orders for new, 
armed icebreaking (non-nuclear-
powered) military vessels.

 If  Russia’s extended continental 
shelf  claims in the Arctic are 
upheld, they will have the resources 
to enforce their expanded Exclusive 
Economic Zone (EEZ).
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Source: http://www.hisutton.com/



Arctic environmental 

cleanup from past 

marine nuclear 

activities continues
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Arctic environmental protection 
 Pressure on Russia from Arctic nations will continue for removal 

and/or remediation of  radioactive contamination and radioactive 
items in the region, particularly sunken Russian nuclear 
submarines, nuclear waste and other radioactive items dumped 
in the Arctic Ocean.

 Oil and gas exploration and development in the Barents and Kara Seas 
will need to consider the proximity of  some of  these contaminated sites.

 The Arctic Council has a lead role in Arctic environmental 
protection, including establishment of  standards for Arctic vessel 
operation and for Arctic pollution monitoring and control.

 Focus is on pollution from fossil fuel sources.

 As industrial and military activities in the Arctic increase, the 
likelihood of  oil spills and  the quantity of  non-nuclear 
pollution, including carbon black from fossil-fueled engine 
exhaust, will increase and affect the Arctic environment. 
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Arctic radioactive contamination 
“Hot spots” from past marine nuclear power operations

 Kara Sea:
 According to a report issued in 2012 by the Norwegian 

Radiation Protection Authority (NRPA), Russian nuclear waste 
in the Kara Sea includes: 

 19 ships containing radioactive waste; 

 14 nuclear reactors, including five that still contain spent nuclear 
fuel; 

 735 other pieces of  radioactively contaminated heavy machinery; 

 17,000 containers of  radioactive waste, and 

 Sunken submarine K-27, at a depth of  33 m (108 ft.)

 Barents Sea:
 Two sunken Russian submarines; currently no indication of  

significant radioactive contamination of  the ocean 
environment.

 November-class K-159, at a depth of  248 m (814 ft.)

 Mike-class K-278, at a depth of  1,680 meters (5,510 ft.) 
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Russian oil & gas exploration near 
radioactive contaminated sites
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Russian sunken nuclear 
submarines on the Arctic seabed

Source: Adapted from Wikipedia.  

The nuclear submarine K-141, 

Kursk, also sank in the Arctic, 

near the location of K-159.  K-141 

has been removed from the 

seabed and salvaged.
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In summary:
 Russia’s extended continental shelf  claims in the Arctic could significantly 

expand their Exclusive Economic Zone and access to resources in the Arctic.

 Greater utilization of  the Northern Sea Route is required to meet Russia’s 

Arctic economic development goals.

 Nuclear-powered icebreakers are a key enabler for greater NSR utilization 

and Arctic natural resource exploitation.

 The Arctic remains a strategic operating area for Russian nuclear-powered 

ballistic missile submarines (SSBNs).

 Russia’s Northern Fleet, the Main Directorate of  Deep-Sea Research (GUGI), 

and the nuclear-powered icebreaker operator, Rosatomflot, are based in the 

Arctic.

 Expanded tactical military forces in the Arctic will require reliable power and 

other services.

 Non-propulsion applications of  marine nuclear power can support remote 

coastal populations and associated industrial and military activities in the 

Arctic.

 Arctic environmental cleanup from past marine nuclear activities will 

continue, probably for decades.
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Thank you.
• For more information on Russian marine nuclear power, see my 25 July 2018 

post, “Marine Nuclear Power:  1939 – 2018,” here:https://lynceans.org/all-
posts/marine-nuclear-power-1939-2018/

The applicable parts are:

• Part 3A: Russia – Submarines

• Part 3B: Russia – Surface Ships & Non-propulsion Marine Nuclear 
Applications

• Part 6: Arctic Operations

• For more information on GUGI, see my 21 May 2018 post, “You Need to Know 
About Russia’s Main Directorate of  Deep-Sea Research (GUGI),” 
here:https://lynceans.org/all-posts/you-need-to-know-about-russias-main-
directorate-of-deep-sea-research-gugi/

• For more information on the Arctic Council’s Arctic Marine Strategic Plan 
(AMSP), see my 24 October 2017 post here:  https://lynceans.org/all-
posts/significant-progress-has-been-made-in-implementing-the-arctic-councils-
arctic-marine-strategic-plan-amsp/
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Additional reading:
• Marc Lanteigne, “The changing shape of  Arctic security,” NATO Review, 28 

June 2019; https://www.nato.int/docu/review/articles/2019/06/28/the-

changing-shape-of-arctic-security/index.html

• “Report to Congress – 2019 Department of  Defense Arctic Strategy,” Office of  

the Under Secretary of  Defense for Policy, June 2019; 

https://media.defense.gov/2019/Jun/06/2002141657/-1/-1/1/2019-DOD-

ARCTIC-STRATEGY.PDF
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